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Abstract

This paper explores how hacks function as means of meaning-making. It describes

hacking as constructive practice combining technological with communicative

interventions. While hacking is commonly associated with illegal, destructive

activities, many hackers have long tried to counter this view. To them, hacking is

mainly a form of intellectual, creative, and potentially techno-political engagement,

closely related to values such as autonomy, technological openness and freedom of

information. Likewise stressing such an understanding of hacking, I draw on the

notion of ‘technological authorship’ and discuss how one may conceptualise

certain hacks as constructive interventions. By analysing examples of hackers’

technological modifications, creations and engagement, I show that hacks tend to

be likewise imbued with cultural, often techno-political, meanings.
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Introduction: Meanings of hacking

When entering the term ‘hacker’ in Google Image Search, one is first and foremost

provided with images reflecting a fairly widespread idea: of hackers as hooded,

malicious computer geeks breaking into computer systems (see Figure 1). In public

discourses and opinion, the term ‘hacking’ is predominantly associated with illegal,

destructive activities (Tréguer, 2015; Jordan, 2008; Thomas, 2002; Taylor, 1999).

Despite this dominant, misleading view, the term has multiple, partly opposing and

still unfolding meanings (Jordan, 2016). It goes back to the 1960s when it was

initially used in university contexts and early programmer subcultures. Originally, it

referred to college pranks at the California Institute of Technology and MIT, among

others (Bender, 2011). Over time, the notion has referred to many different

practices and actors: phone phreaks, script kiddies, crackers, digital activists, free

and open source developers (see Jordan, 2016; 2008; Coleman, 2012, 2009, 2004;

Himanen, 2010; Söderberg, 2008; Nissenbaum, 2004; Thomas, 2002). Meanwhile,

it has become even more diffuse, since it is not only used to describe technological

practices, but broader forms of culture jamming, ‘life hacking’, or urban hacking

(Krewani 2017). In this sense, it describes playful everyday practices in which

objects are modified and used in unexpected ways.

Figure 1: Top-ranked search results for the term ‘hacking’ in Google Image Search (June 2016). To some

extent, these images will be different depending on your personal Google search history, location, etc.

Source: Screenshot taken by the author. Available at: https://www.google.com (accessed 20 June 2016;

Google and the Google logo are registered trademarks of Google Inc., used with permission).
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The abovementioned negotiations concerning hack/hacker/hacking remain

unresolved, but have a fairly long tradition: While the association of hacking with

illegal, destructive activities is still dominant in popular culture and news coverage

(see e.g. Williams, 2016; Tamblyn, 2015; Gibbs, 2014), this understanding of

hacking has been vehemently opposed by actors identifying as non-malicious,

creative hackers (Turgeman-Goldschmidt, 2008; Stallman, 2002; Levy, 1984). Also

in this paper, I suggest that understanding hacking merely as destructive practice is

a misleading simplification and generalisation. But if it is not mere digital

demolition that some hackers seek, what are their hacks aimed at then and how do

they realise their objectives? Starting from these questions, I will argue that hacks

can function as means of technological intervention and cultural meaning-making

alike.

Already the Original Hacker’s Dictionary suggests  multiple  definitions  for  the  term

“hack/s”; among them are: “1. Originally a quick job that produces what is needed,

but not well. 2. The result of that job. 3. NEAT HACK: A clever technique. Also,

a brilliant practical joke, where neatness is correlated with cleverness, harmlessness,

and surprise value.” (Dourish, n.d.) Cleverness, ingenuity, creativity and a certain

‘surprise factor’ are still common characteristics assigned to hacks. The second

point, i.e. the result, also indicates a point emphasised by Jordan (2002): “A hack is

a form of material practice that creates a difference in computer, communication
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and network technologies.” (para. 7) In this paper, I will focus on examples

illustrating that hacks (which are aptly characterised as material practice by Jordan)

can act at the same time as means of cultural, often techno-political meaning-

making.1 I will show how, alongside and through technical interventions, hacks

have been used to communicate certain aims, values, and issues.

As indicated above already, attempts to define a particular, more positive meaning

of hacking were rather unsuccessful. Nikitina (2002) argues that ‘[i]t is possible that

the romanticized image of hackers in popular culture could not be salvaged

because the increase in illegal intrusions was accompanied by the decline of their

truly creative output’ (2002: 144). In contrast, as Dahm (2017) points out, one may

likewise contest that ‘[…] the character of hacking as a way of creative engagement

with technology has been overlooked for a long time’ (108). This lack of

consideration has been addressed during the last years by authors such as Coleman

(e.g. 2015; 2012), Jordan (2016), and Kubitschko (2015), among others. Even

though some literature still focuses on (of course likewise relevant) illegal

‘cracking’, Kubitschko observes that  “[i]t is particularly interesting to notice that

recent writings all share the view that hackers hold a vast amount of timely and

politically relevant expertise” (389). In line with this acknowledgment of the

relevance of hacking in techno-political cultures,2 I will explore why it makes sense

1  In doing so, I do not claim to provide an all-encompassing overview of such examples and their
documentation.

2  This is not meant to say that all hackers pursue the same politics (see also Coleman and Golub,
2008). As Hunsinger and Schrock point out: ‘The media and popular culture cemented the figure
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to understand hacking as constructive practice which involves elements of

‘technological authorship’.

Technological authorship

The notion of ‘technological authorship’ (Philip, 2005; Llach, 2015: 41) refers to

techno-creative practices and their producers. It describes social practices and

products/results emerging in interaction with technology. These results may be

new digital objects, such as software or hardware, or modifications of existing

technology. The concepts of ‘the author’ and ‘authorship’ refer to modes of

cultural production and creation. With regards to technological cultures,

Vaidhyanathan proposes that we should move beyond ‘romantic ideas of

authorship’, and ‘define an “author” broadly, as cultural entity: a “producer”’

(2001: 10). With particular regards to hacking, Stalder (2015) argues that

comparable to artists, hackers ‘represent contemporary types of unconventional

authorship. In their own respective ways, they both appear as autonomous

producers’.

of the hacker with criminal intent. As a result of these dual movements, hackers are often assumed
to be anti-institutional. Yet, a splintering of hacker cultures has disrupted easy assumptions about
their countercultural or resistant nature.’ (2016: 537)
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It is important to note here that ‘[m]odes of technological authorship […] blur the

lines between cultural and technological creativity’ (Philip, 2005: 207). Speaking of

technological authorship does not mean that an individual creates an isolated

technological object. Instead, this object is embedded in a socio-cultural context

and is given meaning through e.g. statements concerning its function, purpose, and

related values. In this paper, the idea of authorship focuses on the realisation of

technological interventions as condition for further linguistic and visual means of

meaning-making. Based on examples which I will discuss further below, I will

therefore argue that hacking authorship merges two kinds of authorship practices:

first, technological expertise and the realisation of technological

modifications/interventions; second, cultural meaning-making and articulations of

aims or demands, motivations, and values.

Technological authorship should be understood as techno-creative process in

which new digital objects emerge from the interaction between (human) actors and

(digital) technology. Yet it can be rarely separated from means of cultural meaning-

making. Individuals and groups engaged in technological creativity likewise find

ways to communicate their authorship and to assign (normative, for example moral

or political) meanings to the technology. This implies that the technological

product does not only speak for itself, but it is contextualised in a way which

allows the author to communicate how her/his audience should make sense of the

work – whether this suggestion is then taken up, is of course another question.
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One can repeatedly observe that hackers may use their creations – and that

includes interventions and modifications – in order to make normative statements

about their own practices and societal embedding. In this sense, they use

technology as a resource (Postigo, 2012) for expressing, among other things,

concerns about security gaps, power imbalances, or their rejection of proprietary,

authoritative approaches. Hacks therefore combine technological interventions

with strategies of cultural meaning-making and, in the case of hacktivism, political

messages. How this may be done will be examined in the following section.

Hacks as means of meaning-making

The following analysis draws on examples which were described in secondary

literature (see e.g. Coleman, 2013: 170ff.; Coleman, 2015; Jordan and Taylor, 2004;

Ferbrach, 1992) as well as primary sources, published by contemporary

hackerspaces and hacking collectives such as the Cult of the Dead Cow and the

hacktivist group Anonymous. I have structured the material into three main sections:

‘Defending code (and hacks) as speech’, ‘Hacktivism and techno-politics’ and

‘Morality alert?’. The first section looks at the DeCSS code and case. In particular,

it examines this example with regards to its significance for hackers’ dedication to

information freedom. In this case, means of cultural meaning-making unfolded

after the technological output had been released and was determined by various
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actors (many of which were not involved in the initial technological authorship).

The second section ‘Hacktivism and techno-politics’ presents examples which the

technological author/s released in combination with concrete (techno-political)

messages. It refers to several examples, among them an early hack at Xerox, the so-

called WANK work, and anonymous hacks dedicated to Aaron Swartz. These hacks

particularly illustrate how technological expertise and communicative means are

intertwined. Section 3, ‘Morality alert?’ discusses the example of Backorifice. In

particular I look at the normative discussion which ensued after its release between

the Cult of the Dead Cow hacker collective and Microsoft. I have included this

controversial example, since it illustrates that even such contested cases yield

effects beyond those directly enabled by the actual software. With all three sections

and included examples, I therefore illustrate different variations of entanglements

between technological modifications/interventions and the cultural, often techno-

political meanings assigned to these.

Defending code (and hacks) as speech

Communication does not lose constitutional protection as ‘speech’
simply because it is expressed in the language of computer code. […]

Of course, computer code is not likely to be the language
in which a work of literature is written.

(Universal City Studios, Inc. v. Corley, 2001: 10)

In his analysis of hackers as producers, Stalder argues that in exploring technology

‘a hacker begins by experiencing an absolute dearth of freedom. His [her; added by
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the author]3 work unfolds while dealing with an omnipotent system in which all

options for action are predetermined. The hacker’s goal is to seize hold of

moments of freedom anyway’ (2015). This assumption only holds for technological

ecosystems dominated by proprietary soft- and hardware however. Historically,

hacker cultures have been closely related to or even identical with communities

involved in the development of free and open source software (Jordan, 2016; 2008;

Coleman, 2012, 2009, 2004; Himanen, 2010; Söderberg, 2008; Nissenbaum, 2004).

The historical evolution of the Open Source Movement ‘can be traced back to the

‘hacker culture’ that created Unix, Linux, and parts of the Internet infrastructure’

(Zhao and Elbaum, 2003: 66; see also Bergquist et al., 2011; Kelty, 2008; Hippel

and Krogh, 2003). The relevance of open systems has already been stressed in

Levy’s hacker ethic: ‘If you don’t have access to the information you need to

improve things, how can you fix them? […] The best way to promote this free

exchange of information is to have an open system.’ (Levy, [1984] 2010: 24). Free

and open source software is therefore released with licences which allow

developers to access and modify the source code and hence enhance the

possibilities for legal technological modification. Proprietary software is however

still at the heart of many IT business models. Due to the existence of proprietary

systems and software, the dilemma emerges that certain technological practices and

forms of authorship are possible, but illegal. As Philip points out, this means that

‘at the very historical moment that technological authorship seems to become

3  Hacker culture has been often described and criticised as largely white, male dominated. However,
developments opposing this tendency have likewise been discussed (see also Toupin, 2014).
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widely accessible, the law marks off certain authorial spaces as transgressive’ (2005:

207).

An insightful, early case of hackers trying to counter this development is the

release of the DeCSS code/software in 1999.4 Revisiting this case and the related

controversies is insightful in light of the meanwhile common association of

hacking and illegality. Jon Lech Johansen and two unknown developers (alias ‘mdx’

and ‘The Nomad’) wrote DeCSS and distributed it on various mailing lists in 1999.

Back then, DVDs contained the encryption system CSS as a technical means of

Digital Rights Management. It ensured that DVDs could be only played on

authorised devices by e.g. Apple or Microsoft. DeCSS also allowed Linux users to

watch these DVDs by unlocking CSS (see Coleman 2014: 170–171). At the same

time, it made these DVDs vulnerable to ‘ripping’. In 1998 the Digital Millennium

Copyright Act had been introduced in the United States and included regulations

defining software allowing for copyright circumvention as illegal. Hence, also

DeCSS infringed U.S. copyright law.

Subsequently, the United States DVD Copy Control Association and the Motion Picture

Association of America (MPAA) urged Johanson’s prosecution in Europe and the

(underage) developer was arrested in Norway in 2000. Moreover, the institutions

also sued individuals and website collectives for distributing the DeCSS code.

4  The example has been discussed in more detail by Coleman (2014: 171ff.) and Gillespie (2007:
172ff.)
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Among the accused was the well-known 2600: The Hacker Quarterly. 5  This

development was controversially discussed among hacking communities

worldwide. As Coleman explains: ‘Hacker’s saw Johansen’s indictment and the

lawsuits as violation of not simply their right to software but also their more basic

right to produce F/OSS’ (Coleman, 2013: 172). They opposed the prosecution of

Johansen, since it infringed the developer’s freedom to write code; it was hence

perceived as limitation of their freedom to code – as form of free speech.

Consequently, also the law suits against individuals/companies sharing the

programme were opposed on grounds of the First Amendment and freedom of

speech. The argument of computer code as free and moreover expressive speech

were brought forward: Here, the 2001 court case of 2600: The Hacker Quarterly

publisher Eric Corley against Universal City Studios is particularly insightful. Accused

of hosting the DeCSS code and linking to external sources, Corley argued that

restrictions of source code were equivalent to restrictions concerning freedom of

speech. Hence, the Digital Millennium Copyright Act was accused of conflicting with

the first amendment. Eventually, the judge ruled in favour of the Universal City

Studios, but acknowledged Corley’s position as partly valid. He confirmed the

perspective of code as form of expressive speech, while arguing that the DMCA

only targeted its ‘functional parts’:

5  See http://www.2600.com.
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‘Turning to the Defendants’ numerous constitutional arguments, the Court

first held that computer code like DeCSS is ‘speech’ that is ‘protected’ (in

the sense of ‘covered’) by the First Amendment, id. at 327, but that because

the DMCA is targeting the ‘functional’ aspect of that speech, id. at 328-29, it

is ‘content neutral’ […]. (Universal City Studios, Inc. v. Corley, 2001)

The court cases and the verdict concerning the distribution and creation of DeCSS

were highly controversial. Not only did they lead to discussions among hackers,

but actually they inspired further authorship practices which aimed at

demonstrating that code is free and expressive speech (see Coleman, 2013: 171ff.).

Prominently, the free speech activist Seth Schoen created a poem which literarily

defended and illustrated the perspective of code as free speech in the case of

DeCSS:

And all mathematics

Is full of stories (just read

Eric Temple Bell)

And CSS is

no exception to this rule.

Sing, Muse, decryption

once secret, as all

knowledge, once unknown: how to

decrypt DVDs.

(Schoen cited in Coleman, 2013: 177).
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The DeCSS case illustrates several characteristics of hacking as authorship. First of

all, it shows most basically that this type of technical authorship does not only

apply to physically tangible creations, but to digital objects, i.e. code and

programmes. The programme in question has a distinctive function and enhances

user practices: It acts as opportunity for users to overcome predefined modes of

usage such as the limited readability and reproduction options of DVDs. Secondly,

the case highlights that hackers’ have aimed at asserting their creations as a form of

free and expressive speech. These attempts are however countered by

governmental efforts to prevent copyright infringements and have led to the

differentiation between the code’s aesthetic and its function. This opposition

somehow seems to ignore however that form and function are in this case

inseparable. It was moreover not mainly the actual (co-)author who engaged in

giving a particular meaning to the creation of the programme. Instead, actors and

institutions involved in the distribution of the programme became involved in the

process of assigning meaning to the programme. Corley and his allies affirmed

DeCSS as a creative expression and manifestation of information

freedom/freedom of speech. In this case, the actual technological authorship and

processes of meaning-making were influenced by different actors. Nevertheless,

one can observe in this case how a technological achievement is infused with

socio-cultural meaning, i.e. code being a form of expressive speech, and its creation

hence being protected by the first amendment. The fact that various actors were

involved in giving meaning to the programme seems to be related to the fact that it
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was not meant to act as trigger of a public discussion. The author(s) did not ‘attach’

predefined meanings to their product, but these unfolded in an ensuing discussion.

Historically seen, this has been different in cases where technological authors

aimed at deploying the functionalities of their creations and the opportunities they

created in order to communicate particular, normative motivations and aims.

Therefore, the following sections will focus on examples of hacking as techno-

political interventions. Here, the modification of technology was aimed at drawing

attention to certain issues rather than solving a practical problem.

Hacktivism and techno-politics

In the mid-1970s, developers at Motorola discovered a bug in Xerox’ CPV Universal

Time-Sharing operating system. 6 As a customer of Xerox and users of the system,

they found out that its security could be circumvented. They reported this issue to

Xerox, asking the company to provide a patch to fix the problem. However, since

they did not receive a reaction from Xerox for a few months, Motorola staff

members decided to tap into the security issues they detected in order to

demonstrate the severity of the issue. While it is not possible anymore to retrace

the actual technical details surely, the modification they created resulted in the

following scenario: The main CP-V software development system in El Segundo

experienced various technological malfunctionings such as rewinding and

6  It should be noted that the following account of this hacking case at the Xerox corporation has
been difficult to verify. My reflection will be mainly based on the account described in Ferbrache’s
A Pathology of Computer Viruses (1992). It was also described by Aycock (2011: 29ff.) and in the later
version of the Jargon file/The New Hacker’s Dictionary.
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dismounting tapes and an uncontrollable card-punch output. In addition to the

technological issues, the machine would print (insulting) messages under the names

of ‘Robin Hood’ and ‘Friar Tuck’. These were names of two programmes which

the Motorola staff had written and which were triggering the malfunctioning: The

two programmes were designed in a way that – apart from adding unexpected

functions to the system – they would restart each other, whenever one of the

programmes had been deleted by the Xerox staff trying to fix the issue. Each time

one of the programmes was successfully deleted, they would receive the following

message:

id1: Friar Tuck... I am under attack! Pray save me!

id1: Off (aborted)

id2: Fear not, friend Robin! I shall rout the Sheriff of Nottingham’s men!

id1: Thank you, my good fellow!

(Ferbrache, 1992: 7)

Drawing on the popular folklore of Robin Hood, the programmes were designed

not only to produce technical effects, but to assign literary meaning to the

malfunctioning. The authors remained anonymous, but they made it obvious that

the errors were not accidental, but strategically placed. Moreover, in executing the

intervention, they drew attention to the relevance of security issues. The authors

framed the intervention in a playful, teasing way: The utilised literary references

suggest that the programmes were not meant to be simply malicious, but instead

identified themselves with a popular protagonist known for his fight against
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injustice and tyranny. This case hence illustrates nicely how two dimensions of

authorship are interrelated: One the one hand, the intervention presents a

technological achievement in the sense of the modified system and its unexpected

malfunctioning. On the other hand, the hackers performed a form of cultural

creativity and added statements which provided a meaningful framing for the

technological intervention.

While this is an example which goes back to the early days of hacker cultures, one

can find structurally similar approaches also in more recent activities such as

hacktivism. Just like the term hacking, also the meanings and practices of

hacktivism, i.e. what qualifies as such, are contested: Jordan and Taylor (2004)

differentiate between ‘mass action hacktivism’ (67ff.) which involves strategies

such as Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks, and ‘digitally correct hacktivism’

(90ff.). The latter opposes tactics such as DDoS, since they are seen as violation of

freedom of speech. Despite such fundamental differences, one can define

hacktivism broadly as the utilisation of digital tools and skills for activist purposes.

In opposition to hacking culture as overarching field, it is more strongly politicised.

Activists such as Juliane Assange have claimed that one of the first attempts of

political hacktivism was the so-called ‘Wank worm’ (Assange, 2002; see also

Ferbrache, 1992: 24ff.). It was circulated in October 1989 and spread the message:

‘Worms against nuclear killers’ and ‘You talk of times of peace for all, and then
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prepare for war’ (quoted from the 1985 Midnight Oil song “Blossom and Blood”).

It infected the US Department of Energy and NASA machines globally; apart from

the nuclear free zone New Zealand (see also Applegate, 2015). The login screens

on affected machines would then show an image looking somewhat like the

emulation in Figure 2:

Figure 2: Emulation of the screen shown on systems affected by the ‘Wank’ worm. Available at:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WANK_(computer_worm)

The worm most likely originated in Australia, and its message needs to be

understood in the context of the cold war and anti-nuclear protests. It drew

attention to the nuclear threat at the end of the 1980s, and at the same time

mocked the attacked institutions with its playful/provocative phrasing, e.g. by

prominently displaying the colloquial phrase for masturbation. Unlike the Xerox

intervention, the technological achievement was not aimed at demonstrating the

relevance of security (gaps), but it was used in order to place a political message.

While the actual authors remained anonymous, the message represented citizens

globally who were deeply concerned about the nuclear threat.

Also in more recent hacking and hacktivism practices, we can still observe similar

approaches when it comes to assigning meaning to technological interventions.

After the tragic suicide of developer and activist Aaron Swartz in 2013, the
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hacktivist collective anonymous fiercely criticised the circumstances of his death in a

text replacing the MIT website (see also Coleman, 2015). Swartz had hung himself

after being accused of data theft and computer fraud for automated downloading

of academic journal articles (using an MIT guest account). His death was seen by

many as a result of intimidation by the US criminal-justice system (Naughton,

2015); at the same time, it was pointed out that Swartz had suffered from

depression (Doctorow, 2013). Shortly after his suicide on January 11th 2013, when

accessing the MIT site, one could read the message shown in Figure 3. Using the

name of the anonymous collective, (an) unknown hacker(s) had replaced the MIT

website with a message concerning Swartz’ death. Anonymous criticised the

disproportionate conduct of the U.S. government and prosecution system

regarding computer crimes and copyright violations (Kopstein, 2013; n.a.,

‘Anonymous hacktivists target MIT websites’, 2013). According to the collective,

Swartz’ death should be seen as one of many cases demonstrating the need for a

U.S. copyright and intellectual property law, returning to a free, uncensored

internet environment. This technological intervention was aimed at creating

visibility for the statement concerning Swartz’ death. While anonymous stated that

they did not put any blame on MIT, they used the institute’s web presence

strategically – since it was related to Swartz’ indictment. Just like the technological

efforts which were needed to ensure that the message could replace the regular

MIT website, also the text had to be written and the content had to be created.
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Figure 3: Anonymous’ message placed on the Massachusetts Institute of Technology website a few days after

Aaron Swartz’ suicide in January 2013. Available at:

http://www.theverge.com/2013/1/14/3874486/anonymous-replaces-mit-websites-with-aaron-swartz-

memorial.

While such approaches can be seen as examples for ‘digitally correct hacktivism’

upholding ideals such as freedom of information/speech, earlier initiatives of

anonymous were more closely related to ‘mass action hacktivism’ (Jordan and Taylor,

2004: 67ff.), i.e. collective, distributed forms of (digital) activism. For instance, in

the 2008 initiative Project Chanology (2008) the group declared affiliation with

protests and actions opposing the Church of Scientology. Anonymous affiliates send

blank faxes, organised street protests, but also coordinated Distributed Denial of

Service attacks. These actions were widely described as forms of hacktivism, since

they drew on digital technologies as means for protest (Olson, 2012; Herwig, 2011;

Bryan-Low and Gorman, 2011). However, it is disputed whether especially DDoS

attacks are in fact a form of hacktivism: they are considered as violation of

freedom of speech and freedom of information (Apps, 2012; Jordan and Taylor,

2004: 97ff.; Ruffin, 2000). Since DDoS are accused of suppressing individuals’,

institutions’ or corporations’ right to free speech, these tactics have been criticised

for being in conflict with these values of (certain) hacker cultures. However, such

criticism on DDoS as invalid form of hacktivism has in turn been vehemently

opposed by activists such as Leiderman (2013).
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The examples described so far illustrate that hackers’ authorship tends to

intertwine technological achievements with the placement of messages assigning

meaning to the intervention. Here, hackers make use of their own IT skills and

technological possibilities in order to create new digital objects or modify existing

ones. In addition, they use these technological interventions in order to

communicate certain messages: These may range from a (public) illustration of

security issues concerning the respectively modified technology to broader societal

and political issues which are exposed and communicated by means of the

technological intervention.

Morality alert?

This paper does not aim at simply ‘glorifying’ hackers. The notion of authorship

may likewise apply to controversial software which most individuals would see as

at least risky and potentially malicious. But even these may still be constructive,

considering certain objectives and effects − as illustrated in the following case of

early malware. In 1998, Josh Buchbinder, a.k.a. Sir Dystic, and the U.S. hacking

community Cult of the Dead Cow released a programme called Backorifice (see Jordan

and Taylor, 2004: 111ff.). It allowed for the remote system administration of

computers running Windows 98.  Under the label ‘Morality alert’ (see Figure 4), the

hacking community published a response to Microsoft’s criticism: they stated that

they released the programme in order to call attention to the insufficient security of

Windows systems (Cult of the Dead Cow, 1998, August 6). Of course, it was quickly
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classified as Malware by antivirus services, since it basically enabled remote users,

such as (juvenile) ‘script kiddies’, to control another user’s computer.

Figure 4: Header for the message published by the Cult of the Dead Cow hacker collective in response to

Microsoft’s criticism on the release of Backorifice. Source: Screenshot taken by the author. Available at:

http://cultdeadcow.com/news/response.txt (accessed 23 June 2016).

Even in this controversial case, we can identify an author of the programme and

the community’s efforts to attach meaning to its release. In the original press

release, Backorifice was described as a technology exposing ‘Microsoft’s Swiss cheese

approach to security’ (Cult of the Dead Cow, 1998, July 21) and the consequences

for users. In a further reaction on Microsoft’s criticism on Backorifice, the hacking

community reflected on the morality of the programme and explicitly described its

release as a starting point for moral negotiations: ‘So to make things easier, we’ll

frame our culture and actions against their’s [Microsoft’s] and let the public

determine which one of us looks better in black’ (Cult of the Dead Cow, 1998,

August 6). This comment also raises the issue of accountability: not only in the

sense of ‘affiliation’ and ‘authorship’, but in the sense of ‘liability’. Who should be

held accountable in such cases? The hacking community basically suggest that it

should not be the developers who call attention to security gaps by exposing users

to potential attacks, but corporations offering programmes and services containing

such gaps. Nevertheless, one may also use this case to illustrate the boundaries of

hacking authorship: While Josh Buchbinder acts as author of the programme, its
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utilisation by script kiddies in the late 1990s does hardly refer to any creative

efforts and displays no qualities of authorship.

Most importantly, one should keep in mind that Backorifice’s release eventually had

an impact on security improvements in the Windows system. This also stresses that

monitoring, awareness raising and techno-political pressure can be considered as

achievements and products of hacker cultures and hacktivism. Also Postigo states

that ‘[…] hackers’ rapid responses and continuous development put constant

pressure on media outlets such as the iTMS to continue to devise ways of

technologically safeguarding content and contracts’ (2012: 171). By highlighting

certain societal or technological issues, such as security gaps, hackers’ technological

authorship may initiate wider changes which are significant for increasingly digital

societies. Hackers may use technological interventions as opportunity to spark

wider debates, call attention to certain issues and put pressure on institutions and

corporations.

Conclusion

This paper explored hacking practices by focusing on the link between

technological authorship and hackers’ constructive, societal engagement. I have

shown how hacks can function as means of meaning-making in combining

technological with communicative interventions. While this does not mean that
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hackers’ activities are inherently and exclusively positive or morally superior, I

stressed the by tendency neglected perspective that many hacking practices are

societally relevant and productive. The discussed examples illustrate that hacking

tends to merge different dimensions of authorship: it can be described as techno-

creative practice in which technological interventions are imbued with cultural

meaning and potentially techno-political messages.

In this sense, I argued that hacks are employed as technological means of

communicative meaning-making. Especially in hacktivism, forms of technological

authorship often go hand in hand with more explicit forms of cultural authorship:

Hackers and hacktivists may create cultural, political and moral frameworks for

their technological practices and products. Technological interventions and

programmes are in these cases not only meaningful as such – e.g. as an exposure of

technological security gaps – but they are accompanied by strategic efforts and

messages giving meaning to these hacks.
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